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Main questions, data used
1. Map the evolution of China’s global financial linkages

 How is China linked to the rest of the world?
 Any signs of financial fragmentation? 
 How does financial instability in China affect others? 

2. Data
 Annual, 2008 – 2021, 138 countries
 Multiple layers: 

- Bilateral FDI equity and debt: IMF Coordinated Direct Investments Survey 
- Bilateral portfolio investments in equity and debt: IMF Coordinated Portfolio Investments Survey
- Cross-border bank loans and deposits: BIS IBS, location based

 Missing data filled with mirror statistics or national data sources (e.g. US TIC database).

3. Key literature
 Networks that consider complex interactions among nodes within a multilayer framework
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Multiplex network construction and results (2021) 

 PageRank centrality measure to identify systemically-
important nodes (for multiplex networks)
 Helps to locate “central” countries in the global financial 

network of borrowers and lenders 
- Takes into consideration size of financial activity and 

direction of linkages
- Countries more accessible (i.e. with more degrees of 

linkages to others) are ranked higher 
 Linkages via horizontal (same asset class) and vertical 

(across asset classes) layers 

 Heterogeneity across layers, but central economies 
largely unchanged since 2008
 US consistently central in the portfolio channel
 UK has remained central for bank lending
 The Netherlands and the US central for FDI
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PageRank creditor ranking – Sizable increases in China’s centrality
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Summary of outward linkages – Dramatic increases since 2015 
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Summary of out strength – Increases in FDI 
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Outward investment geographic dispersion
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PageRank borrower ranking – FDI borrowing less central, but increases elsewhere
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Summary of inward linkages – Sizable increase in bank lenders
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Summary of in strength – FDI and portfolio inflows increased
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Inward investment geographic dispersion
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Contagion simulation

 Simulated scenarios to gauge feedback loop

 Binary, threshold model:
 Discrete time, deterministic
 Node-layers (country-assets) have binary states: healthy/undistressed or infected/distressed

 No distinction between types and magnitude of shocks

 … but threshold and capital buffers matter
 Each country has some assets that can be held as buffers in each layer
 Country is “distressed” if asset loss exceeds buffer in layer
 Or, if the sum of lost assets over all layers exceed a fraction (predetermined threshold) of total assets  
 Or, the fraction of incoming links’ weights from a defaulted neighbor is above a predetermined threshold
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Contagion simulation 

 Binary state for country (𝑖) and layer (α):  

𝑆 ,  𝑡  0, if 𝑖,𝛼  is undistressed at time 𝑡
1, if 𝑖,𝛼  is distressed at  time 𝑡

 Financial contagion spreading rule: 

𝑆 ,  𝑡 1  

1, 𝑖𝑓 
𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 ,  𝑡
𝑎 ,  𝑏 ,

1, 𝑖𝑓 
𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠  𝑡
𝑎 ,  𝑐

0, otherwise,
 𝑏 , (encodes capital buffers) = horizontal threshold
 𝑐 (encodes intra-country risk-propagation buffers) = vertical threshold
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Contagion simulation – A snapshot of possible transmission channels 
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Conclusion

 China is systematic
 Centrality rank increased over time, driven by FDI equity investments and cross-border bank loans
 FDI particularly important, with potentially global, systemic implications
 Biggest adverse impact on small, emerging market economies

 Hong Kong is a crucial nexus on multiple fronts
 HK has a high degree of global linkages
 It plays a key role in intermediating capital to and from China
 Policy matters – Connect Schemes instrumental in expanding linkages
 Global liquidity secondary in boosting interlinkages with China in period studied 

 Signs of fragmentation? 
 A generalized increase in the number of linkages suggests deepening financial integration that is difficult 

to disentangle in the short run


